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Abstract
We show that application of quantum unitary groups, in place of ordinary flavor
SUinf), to euch static aspects of hadron phenomenology as hadron masses and mass formulas is indeed fruitful. So-called <7-defonned mass formulas are given for octet baryons
\~* and decuplet baryons | " , as well as for the case of vector mesons 1 ~ involving heavy
flavors. For deformation parameter q, rigid fixation of values is used. New mass sum
rules of remarkable accuracy are presented. As shown in decuplet case, the approach
accounts for effects highly nonlinear in 5£/(3)-breaking. Topological implication (passible connection with knots) for singlet vector mesons and the relation q +•> 0c (Cabibbo
angle) in case of baryons are considered.

1. Introduction
During last decade, quantum groups anii quantum (or q-) algebras [l] have shown their
apparent effectiveness in diverse problems of theoretical physics, see overviews [2]. In particular, one gets essential improvc7iuiit of phcnome.nologica! description of superdeforrned unclear
bands and spectra of diatomic molecules by replacing [3] usual 5u(2)-syin7notry (underlying
rigid-rotator based description of rotational spectra) with its g-deformt'i, analogue ."11(2),.
More recently, in the context of hadron phenomenology the use of quantum groups/algebras
have been proposed (4-8). Here we discuss some results and implications of such an application.
Basic idea of [4-7] consists in adopting the q-deformed ueriion of flavor tyrmnetrie.i (staying
formally within' the first-order flavor symmetry breaking) in order to get better agreement
with empirical data for hadron masses. That is, we start by replacing the usual (isospin and
higher) unitary symmetries with their quantum counterparts: SU{nj) -> SUq(tij), n./ > 2.
Main motivation of such replacement tomes from the following two facts:
• Successful application of the ^-algebra sti(2)9 for phenonieuological description
of rotational bands of (super)deformcd nuclei and diatomic molecules [3];
• The fact known from representation theory of quantum groups and <y-algebr;u*
that each finite-dimensional irreducible representation (irrep) of SLr{n) smoothly
(/-deformes [9], at t\ not a root of unity, to respective irrep of Slfq(n) of the same
dimension.
Morn precisely, we exploit tin; ((-algebras t/,(su,,) corresponding to Sl'q(n), along with their
irrepH, DM flavor symmetries of hiuirons - vector mesons 1~ and bnryons J+ , ij + . To calculate
litulron ninsKt'B, within our model we utilized [4-7] simple and natural but sufficiently effective
method of performing necessary (flavor) symmetry breaking. This method directly extends
to ;v (/-deformed ca.se the approach, based on the concept of unitary/pscudounitary dynamical
groups, earlier used in order to treat hadron masses nnd motfa formulas described with conventional groups SU(n) of flavor symmetries. The virtue of method is that it allows to bypass
difficulties related with ry-CGC's and f-Ciuumirs which for higher rank quantum groups appear
rather mmtriviat.
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realizes necessary breaking of n-fiavor symmetries up to exact (for strong interactions alone)
isospin symmetry su,(2)/ and obtains the ^-analogues of mass relations (MRs) [4-7]. from
these ^-analogues of hadron mass formulas, in the non-deformed ('classical') limit q —» 1, one
recovers the familiar hadronic (Gell-Mann-Okubo, or GMO, and equal spacing) mass sum
rules [10]. In this point our approach principally differs from that of Ref.[8], wherein classical
limit implies complete degeneracy of masses both within octet and within decuplet.
At definite values of deformation parameter q, q ^ 1, the ^-deformed baryon mass formulas
produce new mass sum rules, both octet and decuplet ones, which hold with better accuracy
than classical GMO sum rule and equal-spacing rule respective!)'.
In the case of vector mesons it turns out that all the ^-dependence in expressions for
masses and in resulting <j-deformed Mils is expressible [4,7] iii terms of certain Lorant-type
polynomials (of q) related with invariants of respective torus knots. As a consequence, concrete
torus knots can be associated with concrete vector cjuarkonia. Moreover, a possibility appears
to distinguish different flavors, through their vector quarkonia masses, by topologicat means that is, using 'braid overcrossing number' or 'torus winding number', see section 3.
Already iti [4] it was clear that deformation parameter q 'regulates' the issue of atnglet
meson mixing. Say, instead of manifest introducing the <j>-w mixingle angle, usual for ordinary
Sc/(3)-baned approach, one gets agreement with data, of meson mass sum rule (MSR.) which
involves the physical ip-meson, not mixed state, merely due to adequate value of q. This
correlation: deformation parameter ++ mixing angle goes even further in the case of fermions
(baryons).
In the framework of fundamental problem of fcrmion masses and mixings it is well-known
that the Cabibbo angle 0c can be directly related with fennion (quark) masses: the. original
formula [11] tan2 &c = rn^/m, was subsequently reobfcained within different approaches including thoses bane on supersymtnetry or noncommutative geometry. As will be demonstrated in
sections 4-0, the two values of deformation parameter whose fixation in the (/-deformed mass
formulas for octet and decuplet baryons provides us with two new mass sum rules of remarkable
precision, are connectible in a simplest possible way with the Cttbibbo angle. ' •
2. <;-Deforrncd mass formulas for vector mesons
Details of derivation are contained in [4,7]. Here w« only recall the basic points (say,
for 3 flavors): (i) Assign vector moson states from octet (isotriplet, two isodoublctn, isoainglet) with the corresponding vectors of orthonormal Gnlfand-Tsetliu basis, e.g., \p) =
|{8}3; {3}2; a,), |ws) = |{8}3; {l} a ; a»), where at labels the charge states within isotriplet; (ii)
Embed the octet of (/,(«3) into adjoint 15-plct representation of dynamical (/,(tit); (iii) Take
mass operator for C/4(uj) symmetry breaking in terms of appropriate generators of !/,(M H ),
namely Mj = Mo+'ft(AuAn + -rtu/ta-i);. (iv) Calculate matrix cli;ni«ntn'(/>|.V/3|/>},(u^jA/]|w«),
etc.

.
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•
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In more general case, 3 < n < 6, we use G«lf&n<i-Tnetliri basis for meson states fnim
(r»3 — l)-plet of 'flavor' U,,(nn) embedded into {(» + 1)' — 1 }-plct of 'dynainii-Hl' f,(« n + i);
mass operator, commuting with the 'immpiri and liypercharge' ^-algebra lJt(ii%), in constructed
(bilinearly) from relevant generators of 'dynamical' algebra (/,(!i n> i), and ha« the form [4,7)
which agrees with the concept of symmetry breaking d«« to quark mass tiilferciieiw.
The expressionB for masses, obtained from calcillutiortn, depend on tlm Hymmetry breukiug
parartietem like 71 and on the deformation parameter g. For example,
(21

m,!sM,,

mK'=A/0-7s.

">w =• M* - 2 j-f 7j,

. (1)
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mF. = A/o - 73 + 74

where [ar], = [xj = (q* — <j~')/(q — ?~') is the (/-number [x] corresponding to usual number x,
and the requirement that (isocloublet) particles and their anti's have equal masses was taken
in account. An important fact is that q-dependence appears only in masses ofw$, a>i&, oi2«, <^3S
(isosinglet within octet and singtets within (n2 - l)-plets of £/,(«„), n — 4,5,6).
Exclusion of unknown parameters results hi the ^-deformed mass relations [4,7]
n-l

[«]<„ ro^, + (&„;, + 2n - 4) m, = 2 mDi + (c,,,, + 2} JT m D ;

(3)

r=S

• where the denotion [RJ,/[rt - 1], =•{«]<,) is used and
6 n; , = n c n; , - 6 [njf,, + (r-.- - l)[n](,)

Cn:, = 2 [n]?} - = r [n],,v

These i?-aiia!ogu«s show that coefficients at masses arc obtained from their 'classical' prototypes in a more complex way than merely by replacing a —t [a],.
At n = 3 the Eq.(3) contains the ^-analogue of GMO relation

^ + (2J||-l)m,=2|jim A ,.

(4)

This obviously yields usual GMO formula [10] 3"iM +mc — 4m,K< (known to require manifest
introducing of fiinglet mixing) at q =*= 1 (iti this cane [2]^/[3]v = 2/3), i»ut also produces the
formula
m., + m, = 2mAat
[2], = [3],
(5)
(the latter holds if q = q^ = e'"' 6 ). With m ^ = m^, £q.(5) coincides with nonet mass formula
of Okubo [12] which shows ideal agreement with data [13] (up to errors of experiment and
of averaging over isoplets). What are higher analogues of Okubo's sum rule? With natural
choice (ri], = [n - lj,, n = 4,5.6, we get them:
'»*,. + (5 - 8 / [ 2 ] , . K = 2 "»o- + (•» ~ 8/[2],,)m«.

(6)

m w + (!) - 16/(21(,S)>7V = 2 " ' A ' + <"» - 8/[2l n )(w o . + m K .)

(7)

ra*, + (13 - 24/[2]», )m, = 2 m Ol . + (4 - 8/[2],,)(mn,. + m D . + m K .).

(8)

Here q,, tlenutr the values tlint solw ecine. [n], — \n — 1], = 0, namely,
qn = e-'/l'"-').

(9)

Like in the rase with rnu,a = rn#, it is meant in (6) that J/ij.' is put in place of uis, etc.
The roots (9) ami their 'master' polynomiaia (in q) have a topological implication.

3. Knot structures associated with vector quarkouia
The quantities [n], - [it - 1],, by their roots, reduce the ij-analogues (3) to realistic mass
sum rules (5), (0)-(8). At the same time, being such polynomials }\(q) (hat satisfy (see [14])

(•')

ftW'/idi,

(«•«•) />„(!) = I,
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(2n — l)i-knots. For instance,
[3], - [2], = q2- + q'2 - q - if1 + 1 = A ( ? ) { 5 i } ,

(10)

[4], — (3]? = ij3 + ' ; ~ 3 — q2 — q~% + ? + 7~' — 1 s A(g){7i},

fll)

correspond to the 5j- and 7|- knot's, see fig. 1. The 'extra' g-deuce in (3) may be related
with the trefoil (or 3i-) knot, since [2], - 1 = </ + q " l - 1 s A(?){3i}. Hence, all the
q-dependence in masses of W,,J ..] and in coefficients of K<).(3) is expressible through various
Alexander polynomials:
_ 1

(12)
= 4.5,6.

(13)

Thus, the values (9) are roots of respective Alexander polynomials. For every fixer! n, it is the
'senior' polynomial in Ef|s.(12).(13) (the one in numerator) which is distinguished: it serves
to extract, through its root, the corresponding MSR from (/-deformed analogue. At n = 3
the 4-GMO formula (4) generates .simple and successful Okubo's relation (5); at n — 4,5,6,
general f<*rrn\i!a (3) reduces to the hi;;}wir analogues (6)-(S) of Okubo'y relation.
Let us emphasize that, for particular n, the corresponding value qn is fixed in a rigid way
as a root of A{(2n — l)i}, contrary to a choice of q by fitting in other phenornennlogical
applications [3]. Vox instance, rigid fixation <j = e'""'6 turns A{5|} into zero as v/ell as the
ratio [3],/[2], into unity. Urns extracting (5) from the //-analogue (4). This extends to higher
n = 4,5,0.

Fig. 1. IWUH 5j-knot

-. lirrtiil with 5

Using flavor i7-algel>ras along with 'dynamical' (/-algebras (through embedding (/,(«„) C
^(ri M+ )) we get as result that the collection of torus knots oj, 7|, 9|, Mi is put into
correspondence [7] with vector (jnarkonia */t, a*, bh, and tt respectively. Thus, appli(*Htioii of
the ^-algebras suggests a pushiliility of tujiological cliamcturizutiati of Jtavura: fixed iiiiintx-r
n just corresponds to 2n — 1 overctonsiiigs of 2-etrand braids (see fig. 2) whose closures give
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correspondence n i—• tr = 2n - 1, where w means the winding number around the body
(tube) of toras {winding number around the hole of torus being equal to 2 for all n > 3).
In otlier words, to compare with empirical data, one has to fix appropriately the parameter
q: it appears that to each number n, n > 3, there corresponds a prime root of unity q = q{n) =
ei*/i2n-i> ^ j i e i a tte r turns into zero the polynomial Pn(q) = ["]« — [n —1]8 that coincides with
respective Alexander polynomial of the torus (2n — l)i-knot [4,7]. In a sense, the polynomial
^n('/) through its root q(n) determines the strength of deformation at every fixed n and, due
to this, serves as defining polynomial-tor the corresponding mass sum rule (and quarkonium).
Let us remark that a (purely heuristic) picture which assigns knot-like structures to some
of fundamental particles was proposed in [15].
4. Octet boxyon mass formulas: j-deformation lifts 'degeneracy'
The approach similar to that in [4] was applied to baryons j , including charmed ones, by
adopting again {/,(ui) for the 4-flavor symmetry. However, unlike the case of vector mesons
treated with 'compact' g-algcbras Cg(un+i) of dynamical symmetry, here the irreps of 'noncompact' dynamical symmetry, realized by the <?-algebra A = C',(«4,i). were first exploited

IB]-.
For the standard GMO sum rule [10] for baryon octet masses
3

1

TOJV + m j = - mA + ;-mc

(14)

known to hold with 0.58% accuracy, a g-deformed analogue was derived [5.7] which contains
(14) as its classical q — 1 limit. This was first performed within the concrete irrep1 Vo =
&h(p ~ 1-P ~ 3 . p — 4:p,p — 2| (/) is some fixed integer not entering final results). Note
that for state vectors of octet baryons, embedded together with entire 20-plet of O9{sUi) into
this dynamical irrep of A. the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis vectors are applied; mass operator in its
Uq{.ius)- and C',(5«4)-breaking terms involves bilinearly those representation operators of VQ
which are extra as regards the 'compact' subalgebra t',(«u<).
Evaluating octet baryon masses within this dynamical irrep A) results in the ^-analogue

where Cm^, = ma — m.\ - [2j(mE — nm).
A, = ([2] - 2)[2]3([2]' - 3),

B, = ([2]3 - [2]»[4] + 3[5] - [3])([2] - 1).

(16)

In this g-deformed mass relation, most significant is the remarkable rightmost term with At/B9
as prefactor. Due to Aqt this term vanishes for some values of q including the 'classical' one
9 = 1. The polynomial A,, by its zeros, determines both the GMO (at q = 1, i.e. [2], = 2)
and, at q y£ 1, some other mass sum rules. That is, Aq plays the key role: it puts on equal
footing the GMO sum rule and some others. Namely,
at q — I, Eq.(lS) reduces to the standard GMO sum rule;
at q = e'*' s (now {2], = 0) we get the equality ma = m\ (rough one, empirically);
at q = e " / e (then [2], = ±\/% ) the relation (15) yields new mass sura rule
(17)
y detlib concrroinj impa of tto algebra tr,(u<,l) are giv«n ia [S,7] too.
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2733.4 MeV) - this is significantly better than in the case of GMO.
Such possibility to obtain new mass sum rules which are theoretically on equal footing
with the GMO one, inspires to search for dynamical representations, either of the 'noncompact' [',(1141) or the compact £'',(KS) version of (^-deformed) dynamical symmetry, capable to
yield relations like (15) but with differing sets of zeroes for relevant ,4,. And, what is really
surprising, the new sum rule (17) obtained within the specific dynamical irrcp Po of Uq{u^ti)
is still not the best one. It can be proved [16], using the compact dynamical {/,(»is), that
among the admissible dynamical irreps there exist an entire series (labelled by an integer fc,
0 < k < oo) of irreps capable to produce even more accurate MSR.
Proposition. An infinite series of ^-deformed relations of the form (15), labelled by an
integer n, can be obtained which differ in their defining polynomials: in n-th relation, the
quantity ,4, = -4,(n) has, besides the two obligue roots q — I and q = e'"n (i.e., [2] = 0),
the additional root q = e"/" exhibited by [n] = 0. The set of roots of the corresponding
£f, — Bq{n) has zero intersection with that of Aq{n).
This can be shown by pointing out those concrete dynamical irrepn of U^{u-,) which, after
computations, yield just the relations mentioned in the proposition.
To find most optimal rhoise it in sufficient to analyse agreement of (15) (at vanishing term
C,aw) with data, using'a kind of 'discrete' fitting procedure. The results are shown in the
j-1 C
tabl

• y 1 ?'-- 1 ^ 1 ! RHS, MeV (RHS -LHS

'Ill
ijx^i
T:/30
TT/12

TT/9

•r/8

/
;r/5

4514.0
4518.31
4540.41
4581.54
4607.77
4653.58
4744.88
4970.0

4540.2
4543.73
45GG.01
4595.9
4G18.1G
465(5.85
4734.41

26.2
25.42
20.2
14.36
10.30
3.26
-10.47

4928.82

-41.18

0.08
0.56
0.44
0.31
0.23
0.07
0.22
0.84

This table deafly reflects the fact of existence of infinite discrete set of mass formulas labelled
by an integer n (6 < n < oo), namely

m

[3],
[],.

W
T ms= Wr

{ [2],,
[3],ox
\W
T ~ ?l ) m E '

(18)

each of which shows better agreement with data than the classical GMO one (here <jn — &"/").
Now it is easy to see: the best choice corresponds to q = qi —e**6, fl» = tr/7. In this case
[3],, •

PI*

and we get the new MSR in the form
(19)
which shows (2582.6 MeV versus 2584.4 MeV) remarkable G.07% accuracy! Moreover, such
excellent precision is combined with an apparent simplicity: equality of the coefficients at m,v

- 189 and mv, as well as those at m ; and IHA, Due to that, Eq.(19) takes equivalent, form (recall
that [2]",, = q~, + (q7)~l = 2cos f)
m= — rriv + raj — mj = (2cos ;)(mE — mv)

(20)

t

which is of interest being very similar to the decuplet mass formula, see Eq.(21) below.
5. Decuplet baryon masses: essentially nonlinear SU(3)-breaking

effects

In the case of baryons -^ from the, SV(3) decuplet it is known that convensional (first
order) symmetry breaking yields equal spacing rule. (ESIt) for masses of isoplet members in
10-plet [10]. Empirical data show that actually there is noticeable deviation from ESIt:

152.6 AM''

148.8 MeV

139.0 MeV

It was shown in [6] (in analogy to octet case) that use of the ^-algebras Uq{sun), instead of
SL'(n), provides natural and simple improvement of situation. From evaluations of decuplet
masses in two particular irrcps of the dynamical C/?(u41), the (/-deformed mass relation
-m2.) = m5.-mE.,

[2),=sq + q~l,

(21)

was obtained. As proven in [6], this mass relation is a universal one - it follows within any
admissible irrep (such that contains .Sf-^fSJ-decuplet embedded in ^0-plet of 517,(4)) of the
dynamical Uq(iu,,). Taking empirical masses [13] ma = 1232 MeV, mw = 1384.6 MeV,
m 2 . = 1533.4 MeV , and mr, = 1672.4 MeV we see that the formula (21), to be successful!,
requires [2], ~ 1-95 . But this never holds for real g. On the contrary, pure phase q — e's (in
this case [2]9 = 2cos(?) with fixed 0 = #!o ~ rr provides remarkable agreement with data.
Observe the apparent similarity of eq.(2U with mass relation
=.) = m=.

(22)

obtained earlier in different contexts: within tensor method of eightfold way [17]; in additive
quark model with most general quark --quark pair interaction [18]; within the diquark-quark
model of [19]; in the framework of modern chiral perturbation theory [20]. Such almost modelindependence of (22) is based on the fact that each of these approaches takes into account in
its specific way not only first, but also the 2nd order of St'(3) symmetry breaking.
Universality of the ^-deformed MSR (21) holds even in a wider sense: it extends to all
admissible irre|xs (also containing 20-plet of St>,](4)) of the "compact" dynamical Sf/,(5) . Let
us exemplify the decupk't masses by taking simplest although typical instance of irrep. Say,
within most symmetric dynamical irrep {4000} of SJ/,(5) calculation yields m& = mm + /?,
m<;. = rn10 + [2],/? -f a, m». = m10 + [3]/J + [2]a, m n = mm + [4]/} + [3]a, and these obviously
satisfy (21).
AH these manses can be comprised by the formula with explicit dependence on hypercharge:
mB = rn(Y(B)) = m10 4- [l-Y] a + [2-Y] 0.

(23)

In the IJ = 1 limit it reduces to familiar formula
me = mm + aY

(24)
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a+ 2/3. On the contrary, one can see that formula (23) involves highly nonlinear dependence of
mass on hypercharge (it is V alone winch causes 5^/(3) breaking in the docuplet case). Indeed,
for f-number [A'] we have [Ar] = g-v ' + g'v~3 + . . . + q--V1"3 + q- K+\ (A' terms in total) that
visualizes essential V-nonlinearity of (23). Here is the principal difference between (21) and
(22): as already noted, the latter accounts only terms which are linear and quadratic in i\

0. Baryou masses and the Cabibbu angle
As it was found in the case of mesons, the parameter q, being pure phase at any n, is
closely related with the issue of (singlet) mixing. Below we argue that ij is comiectible with
the fundamental mixing angle encountered in particle theory - the Cabibbo angle OcIt is known for a long time that mass relations may involve the Cabibbo angle. At the
constituent (quark) level this is exhibited by the relation [11]
tan2 Bc = md/m,,

(25)

while at the composite level of pseudoscalar mesons this is seen, e.g., from the formula [21]
tan vc = ~~^~pZ

Xt

or from Weinberg's formula [22]

+ m^
combined with (25). There exists even wider variety of formulas involving, besides meson
masses from the octet 0"". some additional dirnensionless pararneter(s) such as F^/F*, together
with (or instead of) §c- Among these, most relevant for us is the relation [23]

which generalizes the GMO mass formula. This is to be compared with pseudoscalar version
(involving masses squared) of our g-deformed meson mass relation (4):
m

'

+

2(2] - [3]mi» ~ 2 [ 2 ] " [ 3 ] m x -

(ll)

With appropriately fixed q — </,*, £<].(27) is satisfied, without introducing singlet mixing angle,
if one puts the (mass of) physical tf-meson in place of na - just this is meant in what follows.
Besides common feature of (26) and (27) (both give the standard GMO in the corresponding
limits ^f —* 1, j j -+ 1 and q —> 1), there is essential difference: the g-deformed one depends
solely on q whereas Eq.{26) contains two independent ratios. However, with an additional
constraint

l+3f$/tf~4F%/F*

(28)

we have the juxtapositions

2[2] - [3]'

Fi *^

2[2] - (3]'

Hence, E<js.(26) and (27) become correspondent to each other.
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to (28), the same is true for F,//V. From this fact combined with the above correspondence
we conclude: the realistic value qps is directly connectible with the Cabibbo angle.
Now let us return to our g-depeiident mass formulas for baryons: Eq.(19) in the octet ~+
sector and Eq.(21) in the decuplet § sector, in our opinion, it is natural to extend to these
baryonic cases the conclusion just made about possible connection q i—y 9c. In other words,
we consider the values 9 — 0m ~ ff/14 (decuplet case) and 9 = 0» — 7r/7 (octet case) for
deformation parameter q ='e'* as functions of 9c' @ia — /(#c), "a = s(l?c)It is really surprising that the simplest choice
0io = Bc

and

08 = 20c

provides excellent validity of mass sum rules (21) and (19). Now, adopting #» = 28\O as exact
- equality we get two implications:
(i) Since jr/7 is strictly fixed value for 0», it is tempting to suggest the exact value 7r/14
for the Cabibbo angle;
(ii) Excluding (due to equality (?« = 20m) the deformation parameter from the Eqs.(2!)
and (19) we obtain the following new octet-decuplet mass formula:
_ /
m» — 1j H

V
wi —
m=. — ma'
which in satisfied with remarkable precision.
7. Concluding remarks
Let us recall again most important features of the presented g-defonned liadron mass formulas:
(i) universality of the ((-deformed decuplet mass formula. Eq. (2!);
(ii) possibility of optimal choice (at strictly fixed q = e""17, cf. Eq.( (9)) from infinite set of
mass sum rules (18), thanks to degeneracy lifting caused by the q-defo:. intion of 5f/(n/);
(iii) topotogical meaning behind meson 1" <?-defortnod mass relations (3), embodied in knot
invariants ascribed to quarkonia and in possibility to label flavors by a winding number.
(iv) in all three cases, q is pure pha.se (roots of unity); cases with baryons suggest a relation
q <4 Oc reati/ed in simplest form, and the exact value n-/14 for S<As shown in [25j, it is possible to relate 9c with ratio of snbquark (not quark) masses.
However, tlm problem of determination of (the value and genuine origin) of 9c independently of valun.i of quark masses still remains to be solved. Just in this context the idea
that sjjaic tiini' tiytitun'trif.» ami/or intvriiu! synun«tric» may actually appear through quantum Rronps/alRi'lrtas. we hope, will bc very useful.
Tin- last remark concerns appearance of knot invariants in connection with vector mesons.
The fnct that knot invariants nre closely connected with quantum algebras is well-known [26).
However, our use of iyalgrbrH*> to the issue of hadron mH8.se» and mass formulas gives a hint
of whirl) concrete torus knots are to be assigned to whirl) concrfte vector quarkonia.
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